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The paper approaches horticultural terminology by analysing English common plant names. We are interested just in those plant names which are formed with the help of colour names. We are not only trying to establish the connection between the English concepts and the German ones in terms of equivalency, but we also trie to analyse terms that observe a German counterpart as well as the ones that do not.   





The purpose of this paper is to observe the way in which English plant names which are formed with the help of colour names are represented in the German language. By that we mean to observe not just whether or not these particular English plant names have a German equivalent, but also how many of these equivalents observe the choice of the colour name instead of just giving a semantic equivalent.
As we have mentioned the term equivalency, we think it useful to extend on it. In Baker (2001: 77), we find a definition of equivalency as “the relationship of a source text (ST) and a target text (TT) that allows the TT to be a translation of the ST in the first place. Equivalence relationships are also said to hold between parts of STs and parts of TTs. […] equivalence is commonly established on the basis of: the source language (SL) and target language (TL) words supposedly referring to the same thing in the real world, i.e. on the basis of their referential or denotative equivalence; the SL and TL words triggering the same or similar associations in the minds of native speakers of the two languages, i.e. their connotative equivalence; the SL and TL words being used in the same or similar contexts in their respective languages, i.e. what Koller (1989: 102) calls text-normative equivalence; the SL and TL words having the same effect on their respective readers, i.e. pragmatic (Koller 1989: 102) or dynamic equivalence (Nida 1964); the SL and TL words having similar orthographic or phonological features.” 
Also the concept of textual equivalence comes up, defined as the combination of similarities in ST and TT information flow and the cohesive roles of ST and TT devices in their respective texts. We may speak of functional equivalence when we deal with the translator’s decision as to which consideration to be taken into account at any time. 








The plant names we have analysed do not include all colour names, only thirteen.  The second part of the name ranges from plants to animals to abstract notions (like yellow archangel). We will group the plant names according to the colour name they contain. Plant names containing the colour white: white helvella / white elfin saddle, white poplar, white willow, whitebeam, white bryony, white helleborine, white dead-nettle, white campion, white daffodil, white water-lily, white clover. Plant names containing the colour black or derivatives: blackthorn, black beyony, black horehound, black bindweed, black knapweed, black bindweed, black medic / black medick, blackening wax cap. When looking for plant names containing red, we found: red top, red fescue, red bilberry, red valerian, red goosefoot, red dead-nettle, red campion, red bartsia and red clover. For yellow the research revealed: yellow stagshorn, yellow scales lichen, common yellow russula, yellow-wort, yellow archangel, yellow bedstraw, yellow horned-poppy, yellow iris, yellow vetchling, yellow toadflax, yellow loosestrife, yellow pimpernel, yellow water-lily, yellow bartsia and yellow-rattle. Blue had less occurances than yellow, but more than green: thus Kentucky bluegrass, blueberry, blueweed, blue fleabane, bluebell, blue water-speedwell, whereas green - dyer’s greenweed, green winged orchid, common wintergreen and round-leaved wintergreen. Purple again observed a larger number of occurences - purple moor grass, purple milk-vetch, purple foxglove, purple loosestrife, early purple orchid and purple saxifrage, closely followed by gold - marsh marigold, corn marigold, opposite-leaved golden saxifrage, golden samphire, goldenrod -, violet - sweet violet, marsh violet, common dog violet, water violet -, and silver - silverweed, silver birch.  Only one occurence was found for pink - maiden pink, scarlet - scarlet pimpernel, and grey - grey willow.  
If we examine the German plant names we can see, as previously stated, such names in which the same colour as in the English one occurs, and such that contain another colour name. The following pertain to common plant names exhibiting the same colour: white helleborine (G Weißes Waldvöglein); white dead-nettle (G weiße Taubnessel); white daffodil (G weiße Gartennarzisse - almost perfect equivalency); white water-lily (G weiße Seerose - perfect equivalency); white clover (G Weißklee - perfect equivalency); blackening wax cap (G schwärzender Saftling – the same verb form derived from the same colour is used in both languages); black thorn (G Schwarzdorn - perfect equivalency);  black horehound (G Schwarznessel); black knapweed (G schwarze Flockenblume); red fescue (G gewöhnlicher Rotschwingel); red valerian (G rote Spornblume); red goosefoot (G roter Gänsefuß); red dead-nettle (G purpurrote Taubnessel);  red clover (G Rotklee - perfect equivalency); yellow scales lichen (G gewöhnliche Gelbflechte); yellow archangel (G gelbe Taubnessel, with the variant Goldnessel); yellow bedstraw (G gelbes echtes laubkraut); yellow horned-poppy (G gelber Hornmohn - perfect equivalency); yellow iris (G gelbe Wasserschwertlilie); yellow water-lily (G gelbe Teichrose - perfect equivalency); blueberry (G Blaubeere, with the variant Schwarzbeere); bluebells (where the English name is taken over as such in German Bluebells); blue water-speedwell (G blauer Wasser-Ehrenpreis); common wintergreen (G kleines Wintergrün - almost perfect equivalency); round-leaved wintergreen (G rundblättriges Wintergrün - perfect equivalency); goldenrod (G echte Goldenrute - perfect equivalency), grey willow (G Grauweide - perfect equivalency, with the variant Aschweide, which implies the colour ‘grey’); scarlet pipmernel (G roter Gauchheil).


